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*E.I.P.R. 433 The article highlights some issues raised by the recent decision of the Court of Justice of European Union in Brustle v Greenpeace, a widely reported case on the exclusion from patentability of inventions related to human embryonic stem cells (HESCs). The ruling first offers the opportunity to delve into an old debate surrounding patent law, i.e. whether moral aspects should be effectively dealt with by patent officers and judges: in this regard, the author argues that patent offices and courts should act as moral arbiters (as impliedly confirmed in Brustle) and their task could be facilitated by coupling them with technical experts. The author also stresses that a common concept of morality in the field of biotechnology and in particular HESCs does not exist, which makes it harder for the European Patent Office to decide on ethical issues: possible solutions are highlighted. The Brustle ruling—the author further notes—may trigger a WTO challenge against the European Union and some of its Member States for failing to comply with art.27(2) of the TRIPS Agreement and might also be invoked in fields other than HESCs, e.g. for opposing the issuance, and challenging the validity, of patents obtained through immoral or unlawful activities such as the misappropriation of genetic resources.

Introduction

This article aims at highlighting some thorny issues raised by the recent decision of the Court of Justice of European Union (CJEU) in Brustle v Greenpeace. 1 This is a widely reported case on the exclusion from patentability of inventions related to human embryonic stem cells (HESCs) on morality grounds. The ruling offers the opportunity (1) to delve into an old debate surrounding patent law, i.e. whether moral aspects should be effectively dealt with by patent officers and judges when it comes to granting or invalidating a patent; (2) to highlight the role of experts in the context of patent procedures concerning allegedly outrageous and/or harmful inventions; and (3) to verify whether there exists a common concept of morality in the field of biotechnology and in particular HESCs. It is also interesting to verify whether the decision in Brustle may trigger a WTO challenge against the EU and some of its Member States for failing to comply with art.27(2) of the TRIPS Agreement as well as whether it may have an impact in fields other than HESCs and thus be invoked to oppose the issuance, or challenge the validity, of any patent obtained through immoral or unlawful activities.

The article limits its scope of analysis to the European experience. It will not address the US scenario. Indeed in the US, as opposed to the European, patent system, there are no statutory limits on patent eligibility on moral and ordre public grounds.2

The ruling

The facts of the case are well known. Dr Olivier Brustle from the University of Bonn obtained a German patent covering isolated and purified neural precursor cells produced from HESCs.3 By growing specific tissue from these cells, this invention aims at treating damaged organs in patients suffering from diseases such as dementia, blindness and Parkinson's. Greenpeace successfully challenged the patent before the Federal Patent Court on morality grounds: it was basically argued that patenting an invention based on a human embryo which is later destroyed is unethical. Dr Brustle appealed the decision before the German Supreme Court which eventually referred the case to the CJEU. The court was asked to interpret art.6(2)(c) of Directive 98/44 on the patentability of biotechnological inventions (Biotech Directive4), according to which "uses of human embryos for
industrial or commercial purposes" are not patentable. Article 6(2) gives a list of unpatentable inventions, which intends to guide the implementation and interpretation of the broader morality clause of art.6(1), according to which inventions cannot be patented if their commercial exploitation is contrary to ordre public or morality.

*E.I.P.R. 434* In its decision of October 18, 2011 the CJEU first gave a broad interpretation of "human embryos" under art.6(2)(c) by clarifying that any human ovum, as soon as fertilised, should be considered as "human embryo" if the fertilisation is such as to commence the process of development of a human being. The above term, added the court, also covers cells that are artificially stimulated or manipulated but not fertilised and which are able to trigger the development of a human being (so called parthenogenesis).

The court also interpreted the expression "uses of human embryos for industrial or commercial purposes" under art.6(2)(c). The issue was basically whether the use of embryos for research purposes amounts to a use for a mere commercial aim. The CJEU admitted that in general the concept of scientific research must be distinguished from industrial or commercial purposes. Yet, held the court, as patent rights are in principle connected with activities of industrial and commercial nature, the use of human embryos for the purposes of research which constitutes the subject-matter of a patent application (as it was in *Bristle*) cannot be separated from the patent itself and cannot therefore enjoy protection.

The final issue was whether an invention involving the destruction of human embryos can be considered patentable even though the patent specification (as in *Bristle*) does not mention the said destructive use. The court held that such an invention is not patentable. Indeed, not excluding them from patentability would allow patent attorneys to avoid the non-patentability by skillfully drafting the claims. The CJEU thus held that an invention is not patentable if its implementation requires either the prior destruction of human embryos or their prior use as base material, even though the patent application does not mention such prior destruction or use. As noted by the Advocate General, if that were not the case, the prohibition under art.6(2) Biotech Directive would be easy to get around, as the applicant would just have to avoid mentioning in the application that human embryos were destroyed or used: in such a manner the provision would be deprived of its effectiveness.

The ruling has obviously been criticised by the biotech industry. A possible negative consequence—noted the industry—could be a "brain drain" towards more biotech friendly countries such as the United States where there are no statutory limits on patent eligibility of HESC inventions on moral and ordre public grounds. In a letter published in the well-known scientific journal *Nature* on April 28, 2011 (a few weeks after the opinion released by Advocate General Bot, which was almost entirely followed by the CJEU’s ruling), several scientists expressed their "profound concerns" about the possibility of lack of patent protection in a highly R & D intensive industry such as the HESC field.

**Patent law and morality**

A sensitive issue stemming from the *Bristle* decision relates to "morality". Even though both the Court and the Advocate General took the pain to specify that their findings were not dictated by moral beliefs, it seems clear that they took, at least implicitly, a moral stance. Indeed, by embracing a broad interpretation of "human embryo" (so as to include any human ovum as soon as fertilised as well as cells which are artificially stimulated or manipulated but not fertilised) and stating that the technical teachings which involve its destruction are not patentable, the court chose to safeguard "life" in all its forms and therefore protect human dignity. The CJEU held in particular that:

"[T]he context and aim of the [Biotech] Directive thus shows that the European Union legislature intended to exclude any possibility of patentability where respect for human dignity could thereby be affected. It follows that the concept of 'human embryo' within the meaning of Article 6(2) of the Directive must be understood in the wide sense."

Analogous considerations were put forward by the Advocate General. He first recalled that art.5(1) of the Biotech Directive prohibits the patentability of the human body at the various stages of its formation and development and that "human dignity is a principle which must be applied not only to an existing human *E.I.P.R. 435* person, to a child who has been born, but also to the human body from the first stage in its development, i.e. from fertilization". He added that the creation of embryos just for the purposes of being destroyed would not "be consistent with the concept of ordre public, and with an ethical conception which could be shared by all the Member States of the Union. The
Advocate General moreover referred to specific EU provisions which protect human dignity, i.e. arts 1 and 3(2) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights: the former states that human dignity is inviolable and should be protected whereas the latter establishes a prohibition on making the human body and its parts as such a source of financial gain.

It seems evident that, by stressing the above, the court and the Advocate General basically held that inventions involving the destruction of human embryos are immoral and therefore caught by the patentability prohibition under art.6 of the Biotech Directive. They thus took a moral stance. Their finding appears to be even more traditionalist and conservative than customary international law, which only prohibits research activities on any embryo over 14 days old, and not from fertilisation.

This decision confirms once again that patent law has incorporated ethical and ordre public principles which should be considered as overriding. In other terms, the Brüstle ruling implicitly confirms that patent law is not neutral but is subject to these principles: and that patent officers and judges are effectively entrusted with the task of assessing the morality and ordre public compatibility of the inventions, and that depending on the outcome of such assessment they grant, refuse or invalidate the patent.

It is appropriate and necessary to stress the above as in the past it has been submitted several times that patent law is a forum which should remain neutral vis-à-vis ethical aspects. For example, in the proceedings brought against the Biotech Directive the CJEU held that the latter concerns only the grant of patents and its aim is not to replace the restrictive provisions which guarantee, outside the scope of the Directive, compliance with certain moral rules. Also the European Patent Office (EPO) has come to analogous conclusions on some occasions. For example, in the first decision of the Oncomouse saga the EPO Examining Division noted that the patent system was not the suitable forum for analysing moral and ordre public related issues. In the Plant Genetic Systems case it was held that the "possibility of risks traditionally has no bearing on whether a patent is granted or not" and in Leland Stanford v Modified Animal that it cannot be the role of the EPO to act as moral censor and to refuse patents on ethical grounds. In other words, according to this school of thought patent registration procedure cannot represent the appropriate forum wherein to assess the environmental, ethical and social issues mentioned in art.53(a) EPC.

The argument often submitted in support of this thesis is that what a patent offers is not the "positive" right to work and commercially exploit the invention, but a mere ius exclusendi alias, i.e. the "negative" right to prevent others from using the invention in question; and that the grant of a patent does not amount to a licence to practise the invention. The patent system—the argument goes—is not interested in whether the invention can be used in a morally deplorable manner. Indeed, the right to use the invention could be forbidden or anyhow limited on morality or ordre public grounds by national or supranational legislations on the production, sale and diffusion of the relevant products, regardless of the grant or refusal of a patent. The patent system should not be bothered with these issues, but should be neutral vis-à-vis any anti-ethical or unlawful use or method of realisation of the invention.

The author does believe that these theses and arguments are weak and must be rejected. Trying to push the patent system out of the morality debate would amount to ignoring its very function, which is to stimulate and reward innovation useful to our society. It would also hand over the architecture of intangible property rights entirely into the hands of restricted elites (especially, patent applicants and their attorneys) that are more interested in maximising monopolistic profits rather than in pursuing efficiency and morality.

On the contrary, as impliedly confirmed by the CJEU's decision in Brüstle, patent registration procedures and in general patent law must address ethical and ordre public aspects. Article 6 of the Biotech Directive and art.53(a) of the EPC are part of patent law and should not be ignored: they state that inventions contrary to ordre public and morality must not be patented and are clearly addressed to patent offices and courts, which have thus been entrusted with a specific task, i.e. to assess the ordre public and morality compatibility of the inventions applied for or which are object of invalidity proceedings. This is also buttressed by Recitals 38 and 39 of the Biotech Directive: the former provides that "the operative part of this Directive should also include an illustrative list of inventions excluded from patentability [the list contained in art.6(1)] so as to provide referring courts and patent offices with a general guide to interpreting the reference to ordre public and morality ..." (emphasis added), whereas the latter recalls that ethical and moral principles integrate the standard legal examinations under patent law. The same rationale lies behind what was affirmed by the Advocate General in Brüstle:
"[T]he argument put forward to the Court at the hearing, that the problem of patentability which hinges on the removed cell, the way in which it has been removed and the consequences of such removal do not have to be taken into account seems unacceptable, in my view, for reasons connected with *ordre public* and morality."\(^{33}\)

There is thus little doubt that the patent offices and courts and the patent law in general should deal with moral issues. The patent system should thus be considered as servant of public policy and patent officers and judges, far from being neutral and shut their eyes in front of immoral or harmful inventions, must act as social and moral filters and arbiters.\(^{24}\) As has been noted, moral considerations and bio-ethical issues permeate the all legal structure of the patent system and play a relevant role for its development and success.\(^{25}\)

**EPO case law**

The case law of the EPO confirms that the Munich-based office has effectively dealt with ethical issues and acted as a moral arbiter.

For example, in the *WARF* case the Enlarged Board of Appeal, even though it did not explicitly state that HESC inventions which involve the destruction of human embryos are against morality, clearly found that such processes are caught by the prohibition of patentability under art.53(a) EPC, which protects human dignity. The invention at issue related to a cell culture comprising primate embryonic stem cells, which—as in *Brüstle*—required the use and destruction of human embryos as starting material. And the Board held that the exclusion from patentability under art.53(a) EPC relates to the immoral nature of the invention itself and that the rationale of the exclusion is to prevent the commodification of human embryos.\(^{36}\)

**E.I.P.R. 437** In the *Edinburgh* case the invention concerned the isolation, selection and propagation of animal transgenic stem cells. The main issue focused on whether the patent extended to human embryos. The Opposition Division held that the exclusion from patentability on morality grounds has to be interpreted broadly so as to include not only the commercial or industrial use of human embryos but also the HESCs obtained by destroying human embryos\(^{32}\); and by also relying on the principle of human dignity and personal integrity and autonomy it amended the patent so as to exclude human or animal embryonic stem cells.\(^{38}\)

Other leading biotech cases confirm that the EPO has dealt with moral issues. For example, in the *Oncomouse* case the Technical Board of Appeal carried out a cost/benefit analysis. It examined on the one hand the advantages that the genetically modified mouse could produce for the treatment of cancer and, on the other hand, the relevant costs, i.e. animal suffering and environmental risks associated to the uncontrolled spread of unwanted genes. It finally held that the benefits overwhelmed the costs.\(^{23}\) This is the so-called "utilitarian approach" of weighing up benefits and disadvantages of a given invention. It is believed that whoever takes a decision based on the cost/benefit analysis, even without specifically taking human dignity into account, should still be considered a moral arbiter.\(^{60}\)

In the *Plant Genetic Systems* case the above Board also carried out a morality based assessment and eventually upheld the patent. In particular, it could see no moral distinction between modifying plant characteristics by genetic engineering (the gist of the invention) and modifying them by traditional selective breeding. Genetic engineering—noticed the Board—simply increased the number of possible modifications and made them punctual. The Board noted that:

"[P]lant biotechnology per se cannot be regarded as being more contrary to morality than the traditional selective breeding because both traditional breeders and molecular biologists are guided by the same motivation, namely to change the property of a plant by introducing novel genetic material into it in order to obtain a new and, possibly, improved plant ... none of the claims of the patent in suit refer to subject-matter which relates to a misuse or destructive use of plant biotechnological techniques because they concern activities (production of plants and seeds, protection of plants from weeds or fungal diseases) and products (plant cells, plants, seeds) which cannot be considered to be wrong as such in the light of conventionally accepted standards of conduct of European culture."\(^{45}\)

The *Relaxin* case is also relevant as the EPO Opposition Division, while upholding the patent, explicitly delved into moral issues. The patent covered a DNA fragment encoding *Relaxin*, a human protein that is only produced by pregnant women. It was challenged under art.53(a) EPC. The
opponents raised three morally based arguments:

(1) patenting human genes would be similar to patenting life, which is intrinsically unethical;

(2) the implementation of the invention would be immoral because it requires extracting tissue from a pregnant women, i.e. an act which violates the principle of human dignity; and

(3) patenting human genes would amount to a form of slavery, whereby humans are being sold piecemeal for commercial purposes. *E.I.P.R. 438* These arguments were all rejected. The Opposition Division held that in order for art.53(a) EPC to be invoked an invention must be universally regarded as outrageous and in *Retaxin* it was not. It held that:

(1) DNA cannot be compared to “life”, DNA being only a chemical substance which incorporates a piece of genetic information and can be used for the production of medically useful proteins; in this regard the Opposition Division stressed that there cannot be a distinction between patenting human proteins (which is widely accepted) and patenting human genes;

(2) the Opposition Division added that, as long as the subject from whom human tissue was taken consented to the taking of that tissue, there was nothing immoral in the mere act of taking tissue since this is a standard practice in medical procedures (other human substances, such as blood and bones, are often used for commercial purposes);

(3) moreover, no women would be reduced to slavery as a consequence of patenting the objected gene, those women being free to live their lives exactly in the same way as they would have lived before the patent was issued.

This case law confirms that patent officers have often dealt with moral aspects stemming from the working of both HESC inventions and other biotech processes or products. And they have done so exactly because the provisions which exclude inventions from patentability on morality grounds are addressed to them.

**Integrating technical experts into patent related proceedings**

It could be argued that patent officers may find it difficult to deal with morality and *ordre public* issues stemming from HESC and in general biotech inventions, and that therefore such complicated aspects should not be dealt with in the context of patent registration procedures. The same goes with reference to specialised patent judges who are requested to invalidate a biotech patent on the same grounds. One may note that such a task exceeds the skills of patent offices and courts which do not have expertise in social values and lack crucial mechanisms that ensure the protection of ethical principles.

This objection however could be overcome.

Indeed, patent officers and judges could be partnered with experts to be questioned about technical and moral issues. They might also be appropriately trained in moral thinking. After all, it is art.7 of the Biotech Directive that provides that the Commission's European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (Group) “evaluates all ethical aspects of biotechnology” and Recital 44 adds that the Group may be consulted on patent law as well. In 2002 in its opinion on the “Ethical aspects of patenting inventions involving human stem cells”, the Group noted that:

“[T]here may be the need to make ethical evaluations in the course of the examination of patent applications involving specific ethical dimensions. It would be desirable that such ethical evaluation becomes part of the review process of national patent offices or European institutions like EPO and that advisory panels of independent experts are set up for that purpose.”

The Swedish and Norwegian experiences are here relevant. In Sweden a patent application covering inventions stemming from research already “cleared” by an ethical committee makes another moral assessment by the patent office unnecessary; and research that is not approved is unlikely to be considered patentable. Moreover, both patent offices and judges must ask for expert reports when this is necessary for completing their ethical evaluation. In Norway a government-appointed Ethics Committee—including five members competent in philosophy, medicine, animal protection, morality and biotechnology—has been established by the national parliament with advisory functions as to the exclusion from patentability on morality grounds. Patent officers and judges can ask the Committee for an opinion whenever such issues arise. Yet the opinion is not binding. The Committee itself can also file an opposition against a patent application by invoking morality or *ordre public* grounds.
Are there common European principles of morality?

When it comes to granting European patents covering morally controversial inventions such as HESC processes and products, a delicate issue is whether the office should take into consideration a common European concept of morality or rather verify whether the invention raises ethical concerns in just one or several European states. In other words: is there a common European standard on morality, especially in the field of biotech and in particular HESC patenting? Is there a shared consensus in Europe precluding research involving destruction of human embryos?

*E.I.P.R. 439* It has been argued that the concepts of morality and ordre public can only be interpreted as common European concepts. Otherwise, EPO patent procedures would be dependent on the decisions of each country designated in the application and accordingly the whole European patent system— which is based on a centralised registration procedure—would be jeopardised.52

This line of argument seems to find support in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR),50 which sets forth several fundamental and morality based principles that are considered common to all European people. And the need to respect the fundamental rights enshrined in the ECHR is also referred to in Recital 43 of the Biotech Directive.51 Reference to common European concepts of morality has also been made in the EPO case law on biotech inventions. For example, in the *Oncomouse* case it was held that:

"[T]he use of animals in medical and scientific research ... is an established feature of European culture. The Board agrees and thus finds that not just animal welfare but also the use of animals for research and testing is established in European culture ... there is nothing before the Board to suggest that such unease could be elevated to the status of moral disapproval in European culture of the use of animals for medical research."52

Similarly, in *Plant Genetic Systems* the moral assessment of the transgenic plant was carried out by the Board by taking into account "conventionally accepted standards of conduct of European culture",53 i.e. moral norms that are deeply rooted in European culture.54 We have already seen that an analogous position has been taken by the Advocate General in *Brüstle*, as he held that the creation of embryos just for the purposes of being destroyed would not "be consistent with the concept of ordre public, and with an ethical conception which could be shared by all the Member States of the Union".55

According to several commentators, however, a single and unitary European concept of ethics does not exist56 and the definition of morality is one of cultural normative relativism,57 even more so in the specific field of human embryonic stem cell patenting.58 This opinion seems to have its merits. After all it is widely accepted that ordre public and morality are open concepts, which each country can apply and interpret depending on their cultural, social, religious and political beliefs.59 Recital 39 of the Biotech Directive is relevant here as it clarifies that these concepts correspond to "ethical or moral principles recognized in a Member State ". The added emphasis confirms that there can be approaches to morality different from country to country. Moreover, an a contrario interpretation of Recital 40 (which stresses that there is a consensus in the European Union that research related to human germ line and the cloning of human beings is contrary to morality and ordre public) seems to reveal that on many other issues there is no unanimity among EU states as to how to fill in the details of such concepts: and this is further buttressed by how differently European states have regulated research on HESCs.60

The not so high number of ratifications of the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, signed in Oviedo in 1997 under the auspices of the Council of Europe, seems to confirm the absence of a common European concept of morality, with particular reference to bioethics. Article 18(2) of this treaty prohibits the creation of human embryos for research purposes. However, the convention has not been ratified yet by several countries, including Italy, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Russia and Sweden. Germany and the United Kingdom have not even signed it. Further, art.18(1) permits member countries with laws allowing research on embryos in vitro to keep such laws by making a reservation pursuant to art.36.61 It is thus believed that the *E.I.P.R. 440* Bioethics Convention still lacks the required level of endorsement among the countries that are parties to the Council of Europe.62

Even the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), the watchdog of the ECHR, which sets forth fundamental principles common to all European peoples, held in the (non-intellectual property related) cases *Vo v France* and *Evans v United Kingdom* that there is no consensus at European level on the
nature and status of the embryo or foetus and that therefore the issue of when the right to life begins is to be decided by each country. The CJEU also found in three cases (two of which were non-intellectual property related) that Member States have the freedom to determine what morality amounts to in their own territory in accordance with their own values. It has done so in Van Duyven v Home Office, 68 R. v Henn and Darby 69 and in the proceedings brought about against the Biotech Directive. 69

That no common concept of morality exists in the field of biotech inventions has also been affirmed by the EPO on some occasions. In the already mentioned Leland Stanford case, which concerned the modification of animals which were implanted with human red blood cells extracted from aborted foetuses or young children, the Opposition Division admitted that the difficulty with taking a moral decision in biotech matters is that "there is at present no consensus in European society about the desirability or otherwise of this technology". 61 And in the Edinburgh case the Opposition Division noted that there were no uniform moral standards in Europe on HESCs. 61

In light of all the above, it seems difficult to affirm the existence of a single and unitary European concept of morality, especially when it comes to patenting biotech and HESC inventions.

As no single concept of morality in these fields seems to exist at European level, it has been proposed that the EPO adopts a "maximalist" test. This means that the EPO should not grant the patent if the exploitation of the invention is morally deplorable in just one country. The contradiction of accepted principles of morality in just one state would therefore block the patenting of the invention before the EPO. As an alternative a "minimum" test has also been proposed, according to which refusal of a patent would be allowed only if all the states designated in the application deem the invention morally unacceptable. 68 The author believes that this latter approach would be preferable. In this regard Paul Torremans is right in noting that it would be unfair if an EPO patent application designating several European countries were to be rejected just because one state deems the invention unpatentable on morality or ordre public grounds. And the solution he proposes is appropriate, i.e. that a revocation procedure in the countries where the inventions raises morality based objections should be made available. 68 Paul Torremans goes even further and proposes to go beyond the minimum test by transforming it into a "distributive application" approach. In short, the proposal would entail that the EPO—when dealing with a patent application designating several countries—must assess the morality or ordre public acceptability of the invention by taking into account the ethical principles of each designated state; it would then issue the patent exclusively in those countries in which the invention is morally acceptable and/or complies with ordre public. 72 This proposal has been criticised as the EPO would lack the capacity to carry out the said assessment: an assessment which implies that the body entrusted with this task must have a deep knowledge of domestic non-patent related laws, case law and moral norms. It has moreover been noted that the EPO has not been authorised to apply national statutes. 72

Thus far, we have wondered whether the EPO, when applying art.53(a) EPC, should take into account a common European concept of morality or rather verify whether the invention raises ethical concerns in just one or several European states. What about an EU-wide patent *E.I.P.R. 441* title valid in all the Member States? As a matter of fact, it seems that the European Union will soon create such a unique title. 73 It has been argued that in this case the best solution would be the maximalist test. 74 This would imply that the patent should not be issued if the exploitation of the invention is morally unacceptable in just one EU Member State. This option would, however, irritate other countries in which the invention in question would raise no morality or ordre public related concerns. This negative aspect could be alleviated by the fact that the applicants could nonetheless rely on alternative patent procedures, such as national, EPC or PCT based routes. 75

**Back to Brüstle: what could be the aftermath of the decision?**

After analysing the moral issues stemming from patent procedures involving biotech and HESC inventions, it is now interesting to comment on the possible consequences of the CJEU's decision in Brüstle.

First of all, the ruling may expose the European Union and some of its Member States to a possible litigation before the WTO adjudicatory bodies for allegedly violating art.27(2) TRIPS Agreement. As already mentioned, this provision states that:

*Members may exclude from patentability inventions, the prevention within their territory of the commercial exploitation of which is necessary to protect ordre public or morality, including to protect*
human, animal or plant life or health or to avoid serious prejudice to the environment."

Thus far WTO courts have given no interpretation of this provision. Yet it is believed that it should be interpreted as allowing the exclusion from patentability of a given invention only if at the same time the distribution and sale of the relevant product is prohibited. This provision was lobbied by industrialised countries during the Uruguay Round negotiations and mainly directed to developing and least developed nations. Indeed, absent this rule, the latter states could have pursued free-riding strategies by allowing the commercial exploitation of foreign inventions locally while maliciously prohibiting their patentability.

Another interpretation of art.27(2) has been proposed according to which an actual ban on the sale of the relevant products would not be required as a condition for introducing an exclusion from patentability on the above grounds: a state would just need to prove that there is a mere necessity to prevent the commercial exploitation of the invention. The author believes that such interpretation is flawed. As has been noted, how could a state realistically claim that the prevention of the commercial exploitation of an invention in its territory is necessary if at the same time it allows that commercial exploitation? It seems thus reasonable to affirm that, in order to be compliant with this TRIPS provision, a country should guarantee that there is a symmetrical correspondence between ethical norms built inside patent law and moral provisions applied outside patent law. After all, this was the position of the European Parliament Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens’ Rights of June 25, 1997 in the context of the discussions which eventually led to the enactment of the Biotech Directive.

Having said that, the Brüstle decision—which has affirmed the non-patentability of HESC inventions that involve destruction of human embryos—may expose the European Union to a challenge under art.27(2) TRIPS. Indeed, research and commercial activities which involve the use of human embryos, including destructive uses, are not specifically prohibited by EU legislation. Some member countries that have adopted quite liberal legislation in this specific regard (such as the United Kingdom) might also be involved in a WTO litigation on the same grounds (indeed such States are obliged to follow the Brüstle ruling and thus to prohibit the patentability on the inventions in question). And both the European Union and those Member States which are "permissive" in the field of HESC research would probably be unable to prove that in such a field there is a symmetrical correspondence between ethical norms built inside patent law and moral provisions applied outside patent law.

In addition to a possible violation of the TRIPS Agreement, such a "systemic incoherence" between legislation applied outside patent law and patent related case law seems to violate the principle of legal certainty. The ruling in Brüstle, in particular, carries the risk of legitimising a paradoxical situation, a situation which has obviously been highlighted and criticised by the biotech industry: i.e. the fact that the CJEU has rendered unpatentable what is not deemed as morally unacceptable by EU legislation and in several EU countries.

The author also wonders whether the Brüstle decision might be invoked in other fields, for instance in order to oppose the issuance, or challenge the validity, of patents covering inventions reached through unlawful activities. Indeed, as we have seen, in the case at issue it was held that an invention cannot be patented on morality grounds if its implementation requires either the prior destruction of human embryos or their prior use as base material, even though no reference to the said prior destruction or use is made in the application. What we learn from the ruling is that the full history of the invention is to be taken into account when it comes to applying morality and ordre public clauses. In other words, patent officers and judges should verify whether the invention is built on immoral foundations, and not only whether it can be worked in a moral manner at the time of the filing of the patent application.

Two considerations stem from the above finding of the court.

First, the finding seems to be contrary to what the very CJEU held 10 years earlier in the proceedings instituted against the Biotech Directive. On that occasion the court noted that the directive in question regards only the issuance of patents and its "scope does not extend to activities before and after the grant, whether they involve research or the use of the patented products."

Secondly, the ruling leaves open a thorny question. How far must patent officers and judges dig to find an immoral act upon which an invention is based? In other words, what distance should there be between an immoral act and the patenting of the downstream product or process? The Advocate General in Brüstle dealt with this issue. He interestingly noted that one of the findings of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia was that several prisoners had been
murdered with a view to extracting their organs for trafficking. He then asked himself the following question: if instead of trafficking there were experiments leading to new and inventive products or processes, would such inventions have had to have been considered as patentable on the grounds that how they had been reached was not included in the application? The Advocate General believed that these hypothetical inventions would not be patentable on morality grounds.84

Many other examples could be given. For instance, does the use of slave or child labour in the manufacturing process of certain goods (e.g. rubber for tyres made by Liberian slaves; football balls and sporting shoes made by Pakistani children, etc.) entail that the said products could not be patented because they are morally unacceptable? Again there is no easy answer, even though the above observation by the Advocate General in Brüstle could militate in favour of an affirmative response.

If an affirmative answer is eventually given to the above question, the author also proposes the exclusion from patentability on morality grounds of the (many) biotech patents obtained as a result of the misappropriation of genetic resources. Indeed, as is well known, many biotech-related patents in the last decades have been granted and are nowadays still being granted to companies or universities established in industrialised countries, the relevant inventions being reached using germplasm gathered in biodiversity-rich states, e.g. DNA sequences or genes extracted by plants which have particular and commercially valuable properties. All this often occurs without requiring and obtaining prior informed consent from the country or local community which provides the germplasm in question, i.e. the raw material of the inventions. And it also often happens that the natural or legal persons that obtain these patents do not share the benefits stemming from the commercial exploitation of the invention with the local communities which have provided the raw materials and have maintained their valuable properties throughout the years and sometimes even centuries.85 These activities may also turn out to be contrary to key principles established by the Rio de Janeiro Convention on Biodiversity.86

The point is thus the following. If the Advocate General in Brüstle believed that a hypothetical invention reached through experiments on the organs of murdered prisoners could not be patented on morality grounds, why could we not deem unpatentable on the same grounds patents obtained thanks to misappropriation of genetic resources? It seems indeed that the distance between such acts of misappropriation and the subsequent inventions is not greater than the distance between the experiments on the organs of killed prisoners and the downstream inventions.87

Concluding remarks

Patentability of HESCs is a thorny topic which has already kept scholars busy in the recent past and will definitely do the same in the years to come.

One of the key issues is whether patent officers and courts should verify the moral implications of inventions in the biotech and in particular the HESC field. It is believed that they should. The clear wording of Recitals 38 and 39 and art.6 of the Biotech Directive and art.53(a) EPC as well as the case law from the EPO do not leave room for doubt. And the CJEU in Brüstle, at least in an implied way, took a moral stance, confirming once again *E.I.P.R. 443* that ethical and moral concerns have entered into the patent system. Patent law should not therefore be isolated from moral and *ordre public* issues, even more so if we look at the general purpose of the patent system, i.e. to incentivise (before) and reward (after) products and processes useful to our society. And the task of patent officers and judges, who may find it difficult to deal with ethical issues, could be facilitated by coupling them with technical experts.

The author also proposes that the EPO adopt a minimum test when it comes to patenting inventions which are contrary to accepted principles of morality in just one or some European countries. Indeed, as there does not seem to be a common concept of morality in Europe, especially in the field of biotechnology and HESCs, the above test seems the more appropriate. It would be unfair if an EPO patent application designating several European countries were to be rejected just because one state deems the invention unpatentable on morality or *ordre public* grounds. As suggested by Paul Torremans, an additional proposal could be to envisage a revocation procedure in the countries where the invention raises moral objections.

The CJEU’s ruling in Brüstle—which has affirmed the non-patentability of HESC inventions that involve the destruction of human embryos—might also expose the European Union and some of its Member States to a challenge under art.27(2) TRIPS. This provision should be interpreted as allowing
the exclusion from patentability of a given invention only if at the same time the distribution and sale of the relevant product is prohibited. Yet we have seen that research activities which involve the use of human embryos, including destructive uses, are not prohibited by EU legislation and some of its Member States.

Finally, the author proposes that the Bristle ruling should be invoked in the future in fields other than HESCs, for example in order to oppose the issuance, or challenge the validity, of patents covering biotech inventions obtained through misappropriation of genetic resources. Indeed, patent applicants should not be in a position of avoiding a refusal or an invalidation decision just because upstream unlawful activities, which have been necessary to reach the invention, are not mentioned in the application.
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